THE
THREAT LENS

Putting the Financial Crime Threat back into the
AML/CTF Risk Assessment

The Threat Lens

INTRODUCTION
Financial Institutions risk-based AML/CTF programmes are designed around a comprehensive
risk assessment, based on a decades old model focused on compliance risk which, in turn,
acts as a proxy for financial crime risk. This model is less fit for purpose as National Risk
Assessments identify specific threats and National Priorities begin to direct enhanced action
against these particular threats. It is also potentially ill suited for financial institutions (FIs)
with smaller and less complex businesses who may lack dedicated risk assessment teams.
Today FIs find themselves exposed to a more diverse and complicated set of criminal threats,
with the threat landscape continuing to evolve as criminal activities proliferate and money
laundering techniques expand. The rise of new banking entrants, non-traditional business
models, and an exploding diversity of fintech providers means that it is time to think beyond
the status quo. The gains brought by incremental digitisation in financial crime compliance
should be pursued to consider a model that is threat-centric, based on a collaborative
ecosystem of intelligent controls at the heart of the banking sector.

The Current Approach
Designing and implementing an effective risk-based AML/CTF programme is one of the
most difficult challenges facing banks and other FIs today. The Wolfsberg Group Statement
of Effectiveness has been drafted to guide the industry towards developing AML/CTF
frameworks that are effective, relevant and reasonable in design. However, the approaches
employed to identify risk, and to map controls to mitigate these risks, have changed little
over the last decade. The onerous nature of this exercise tends to draw the focus away from
what could be an effective analysis of key threats to become instead an intensive review
distracted by its commitment in meeting the ever-mounting technical requirements. In large
FIs, Risk Assessments are complex to manage and large FCC teams collect huge amounts of
data to generate an inherent risk rating for line of businesses, branches, subsidiaries, and
head offices. Once an inherent risk rating is established (for example, a low, medium, or high
rating), controls are mapped and assessed with the intent to reduce this risk and define the
FI’s residual or net risk within an FI’s risk tolerance or risk appetite. This principle works to
ensure FIs with higher inherent risks ensure controls are designed and operating effectively to
mitigate the inherent risk in line with acceptable levels. These levels will vary between FIs, but
understanding that strict zero-tolerance to risk is unrealistic and non-viable in practice.
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The Limitations
There are several points of consideration with the current approach. The first is that most FIs
define the risk being measured as compliance risk, not financial crime risk and the controls
employed as those required by regulation. While this is an acceptable industry standard,
these limitations could affect the efficacy of the exercise. A second point of consideration
is that FIs assess their risks in isolation, with most calibrating much of their activity
as automatically High Risk. This is natural as Country National Risk Assessments have
identified Banks, and money services businesses (MSBs), as those with the highest inherent
vulnerabilities to money laundering. FIs have no meaningful way of comparing themselves
with other FIs in order to calibrate inherent risk meaningfully across this high risk sector.
Being able to do just this could potentially aid the supervisory landscape. Regulators
categorise FIs based on inherent risks to support a risk based model for supervision. The
ability to calibrate could allow greater attention to be paid to those considered higher risk
and lacking the appropriate controls to mitigate these risks.

The Challenge
The challenge for FIs, and especially those in the banking sector, is to consider how to evolve
the current model to allow FIs to adequately understand the strength of their controls
relative to their actual threat landscape. As financial crime threats change, focusing on
outdated risk assumptions could potentially be creating a backlog of probable financial
crime risk events that go undetected across the industry.

Time to Rethink
It is time to consider how to modernise the risk assessment process, by bringing a financial
crime threat view into the picture to generate inherent financial crime risks ratings versus
inherent compliance risks. If achieved, FIs will be better able to understand and quantify
financial crime risk whilst improving the effectiveness and efficiency of their financial crime
compliance strategies. This also creates an opportunity for international co-operation on
reimagining globally accepted compliance standards through a transition to a threat-based
assessment of risk and corresponding dynamic response capabilities.

How Would it Work
Deployment of such capabilities requires a surgical lens on the identification of market
risks (i.e. financial crime threats), a measure of a bank’s level of exposure and probability of
impact, accompanied by tailored control mechanisms that cater on a threat-by-threat basis
for the resulting inherent financial crime risk. FIs need access to financial crime threat data
that can be collected, assessed and utilised in a structured way, in order to generate a threat
view. Where National Priorities targeting particular threats have been communicated these
will have priority. Where this is not available the FI will need to make a judgement based on
the results from the inherent threat assessment. Such a model transitions the industry’s
current response to treating financial crime, money laundering and terrorism finance
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threats as collective aggregated threats to instead understand the threat as non-traditional,
emerging threats. Examples of this would be money mules, human trafficking, tax offences,
illegal wildlife trafficking or people smuggling.

The Prize
Unlocking the full potential of such an approach will require close collaboration between
regulators, relevant law enforcement authorities, FIs and the broader industry ecosystem.
The results are likely to provide a more targeted risk based approach to fighting financial
crime, and one that has the prospects of driving much greater overall effectiveness.

Case Study
In early 2021, Financial Crime News, Oliver Wyman and Mox Bank came together with an
idea to collaborate on the creation of a financial crime threat view in practice. This involved
development of a methodology and application of a threat-based control assessment. As
a new digital bank based in Hong Kong, with a less complex product offering relative to a
traditional bank, Mox was ideally placed to look at risk assessments in an innovative way.
Financial Crime News (FCN) had carried out numerous Comprehensive Country Threat
Assessments based on a proprietary model leveraging multiple data sources. In order to
provide additional expert financial crime advice and strategy around the development of the
approach, Oliver Wyman in Hong Kong joined the team and a Pilot was initiated at Mox Bank.

FIs need access to financial crime
threat data that can be collected,
assessed and utilised in a structured
way, in order to generate a threat view.
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UNDERSTANDING THE THREAT LANDSCAPE
Understanding the spectrum of applicable threats requires an outside-in view. The team
started with an assessment of the full landscape of threats to which a bank could be
exposed in any given jurisdiction. FCN produced a Comprehensive Financial Crime Threat
Assessment for Hong Kong, which includes relevant threat related information and applies
an indexing approach that rates relevant threats for the target market. Expert input was
provided by John Cusack, an industry recognised, and experienced FCC thought leader. From
this comprehensive review, the salient information by threat was revealed and threats riskrated. For the higher and medium risk threats these are subjected to detailed mapping to
identify for example specific threat corridors, customer segments, geography links and other
important attributes particular to the threat in question.
The exhibit below illustrates a view of the FCN’s 2021 Threat Assessment (TA) for Hong Kong
and the detailed mapping from the TA to generate High and Medium Risk attributes that
bring the threat to life in terms of what an FI might want to prioritise in terms of customer
product and geography risk attributes. The highest priority threats for Hong Kong in 2021
included Fraud, Foreign Corruption, Drug Trafficking, Money Laundering and Tax Crimes.

Exhibit 1: FCN Threat Assessment ― Hong Kong 2021

Source: Financial Crime News
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APPLYING THE THREAT LANDSCAPE TO MOX BANK
A joint team from Oliver Wyman and Mox then subsequently worked together to apply this
threat landscape to Mox Bank. More specifically, a Hong Kong view of threat relevance and
exposure (e.g. relevance of threats to customer base, products and services offered, etc.)
and threat impact (e.g. financial impact, reputation damage, customer and investor attrition,
etc.). The assessment was crucial to concentrate on threats most relevant to Mox Bank.
The exhibit below illustrates the threat landscape and ratings for an illustrative consumerfacing digital bank in Hong Kong. Note, the resulting threat landscape is likely to diverge
across different banks even within the same geography due to variations in customer base,
products and services offered.

Exhibit 2: Illustrative threat landscape ― consumer-facing digital bank in Hong Kong (2021)
Exposure
• Money
Laundering*
• Sanctions*
• Fraud
(incl. COVID-19)*

• Drug
Trafficking

• Organized
Crime
• Cybercrime

• Forgery
(ID theft
impersonation)
• Corruption
(external)

Impact
• Murder & GBH

• Tax Crimes

• Arms Trafficking
• Terrorism

• Human
Trafficking

• Usury

• People
Smuggling

• Acquisitive Crime

• Goods Piracy

• Company
Infiltration,
Bankruptcy, and
Other Crimes

• Smuggling
(incl. counterfeit
cigarettes)

• Corruption
(internal)

• Extortion
• Kidnapping
• Counterfeit
Currency

• Maritime Piracy

• Wildlife Trafficking

• Market Abuse
⸺ Very low

⸺ Low

⸺ Medium

⸺ High

⸺ Very High

Exposure: 1) Relevance to Mox customers; 2) Relevance to Mox products and services
Impact: 1
 ) Fines and punitive impact (regulatory-based); 2) Reputational damage (e.g. media impact);
3) Stakeholder impact on customers; 4) Stakeholder impact on investors
Note: (*) refers to “traditional threats”, i.e. threats around which FCC programs have been typically crafted. In addition, because most traditional
threats have already been considered consciously during business model and product development (particularly given Mox Bank’s generally
simplified product suite and business model), exposure to these threats is accordingly scaled down.
Source: Oliver Wyman analysis
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Our ongoing hypothesis was that most banks are generally well positioned to control for threats
aligning to traditional measures of risk, such as money laundering, fraud or sanctions ―
even when assessed through a threat-based lens. However, even these threats continue to
evolve, with greater use of cyber, online platforms and digital tokens all providing challenge
to traditional models. Nevertheless, broader controls coverage across bank operations and
the customer lifecycle for the full range of threats, particularly new and emerging threats,
are domains where potential enhancement opportunities of the FCC framework for banks
are likely to be present. The hypothesis was that banks could benefit from adopting a threatbased lens in order to assess their FCC readiness across a range of threats.

APPLYING A THREAT LENS TO THE CONTROL FRAMEWORK
The outside-in analysis highlighted a range of opportunities potentially available to banks
to enhance their threat-based FCC compliance across several control categories, particularly
in extending coverage beyond traditionally assessed threats. This demonstrated that most
traditional threats (e.g. money laundering, sanctions, fraud, etc.) have generally sufficient
control coverage ― this was an expected finding given most traditional threats are key focus
areas for compliance programmes.
Our approach to identifying enhancement opportunities focused on organising controls into
two groups:

• General institution-wide controls: Broad controls that are consistently applied across
an institution. These controls should be analysed against the ‘basket of threats’, not
requiring a threat-by-threat examination. Control categories typically include training
and awareness, governance, product approvals, policies and procedures, etc.

• Controls by customer lifecycle: Controls that are directly relevant to the customer

lifecycle (e.g. onboarding, transaction monitoring, exit management, etc.). These controls
warrant a threat-by-threat review to identify opportunities to strengthen. For example,
the analysis may reveal enhancement opportunities at the intersection of customer
onboarding (stage of lifecycle) and human trafficking (identified threat).

The assessment for the general institution-wide controls identified a handful of areas where
banks could take measures to augment their bank-wide processes around risk appetite
statements, key metrics tracking and management reporting, policies and procedures.
Additionally, for areas such as training and awareness, most banks have often invested in
developing threat-based mitigations. However, opportunities for enhancement still exist,
for example in instituting a comprehensive threat-based training programme subject to
frequent, periodic reviews for content relevance and accuracy. The exhibit below briefly
overviews (at a high-level) the control categories covered as part of the generic institutionwide controls assessment.
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Exhibit 3: General institution-wide controls assessment
Category

Corporate Governance,
Management Oversight,
and MI

Control questions

Assessment

• Establishment of a clear set of FCC
risk appetite metrics/statements
differentiated by various threats

Opportunity beyond
traditional threats

• Senior management reporting on
state of FCC compliance with a
threat-specific lens
• Deliberation and actioning of FCCrelated issues, and whether these
are threat-specific
• Existence and review of FCC capacity
plan, assessing staffing and capability
against threats

Limited opportunity

• Documentation and consideration
of threats during product risk
assessment (prior to launch)

Opportunity beyond
traditional threats

Designated FCC
Compliance Officer / Unit

Policies and Procedures

• Framework for drafting, maintaining,
and documentation of FCC
methodologies
• Coverage of FCC topics across training
/ awareness sessions across a range
of threats

Training and Awareness

Limited opportunity

• Policies / frameworks in place to
review and update FCC training
plans periodically
• Existence of training / sessions for
Board/Senior Management, and rolespecific training for positions with
FCC exposure

Source: Oliver Wyman analysis

In contrast, a detailed assessment across the customer lifecycle generated several findings
and enhancement opportunities, particularly across most non-traditional (i.e. emerging)
threats. Enhancement opportunities were uncovered at all stages of the typical lifecycle
of controls most importantly around onboarding & customer risk assessment CRA, client
screening including adverse media monitoring, and robust feedback loops related to customer
exits. The exhibit below briefly overviews (at a high-level) the assessment of enhancement
opportunities across stages of the customer lifecycle and various threats examined.
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Exhibit 4: Customer lifecycle controls assessment
Onboarding
and CRA

Client
Screening

Event Driven Payment
Reviews
Filtering

Transaction
Monitoring

Exit
Management

Non-Traditional Threats
Cybercrime
Drug Trafficking
Forgery
Human Trafficking
Organized Crime
People Smuggling
Tax Crimes
Terrorism /
Terrorism Financing
Wildlife Trafficking

Traditional Threats
Corruption
Money Laundering
Sanctions
 No opportunity

 Limited opportunity

 Significant opportunity

 Out of scope for threat-by-threat controls

Note: Payment filtering was considered out of scope for our exercise, as we focused on an illustrative virtual bank that did not provide
cross-border payments.
Source: Oliver Wyman analysis

Overall, the assessment reflected an underlying need to consider controls coverage to
incorporate threat-specific nuances. As the next section highlights, the aim is for banks’ FCC
programmes to consider an approach that indeed captures these threat-specific nuances.
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THE OPPORTUNITY FOR CHANGE
As part of the control framework assessment, numerous areas were identified for new and
emerging banks to enhance assess their existing FCC framework. Three categories emerged
based on an assessment of the ease of implementation (cost and effort, including complexity
of adoption) and the relative impact on achieving a fully threat-based FCC programme.

Exhibit 5: Identified development opportunities
High

3. Transformational capabilities

2. High value opportunities

Impact of achieving fully threat-based FCC

Apply AI-based transaction
monitoring across threats
with internal feedback loops

Low

Enhance existing adverse
media review (i.e. negative
news screening) at
onboarding to incorporate
threat-specific keywords

End-to-end automation of
threat-specific adverse
media review

Real-time, threat-based
MI and reporting

Low

Revamp internal training
approach to be threat-specific

1. Basic enablers

Incorporate threat-based
considerations within the
bank’s Risk Appetite
Statements

Ease of implementation

High

Source: Oliver Wyman analysis
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Enabling the Basics
Development opportunities that are relatively easier to implement and help incrementally
progress towards a fully-threat based FCC programme. These opportunities should be viewed
as ‘quick-wins’ and tend to be the ‘first of many’ in a series of associated opportunities. An
example of an enhancement opportunity in this bucket involves incorporating threat-based
considerations within the bank’s risk appetite statements (RAS). This is likely a pre-requisite for
Mox to develop real-time, threat-based risk reporting, and to consider existing FCC reporting
to adopt a threat-based lens.

High Value Opportunities
Development opportunities that are relatively easier to implement but are critical to
progressing towards a fully-threat based FCC programme. An example of an enhancement
opportunity in this category involved considering Mox’s existing adverse media process
(i.e. negative news screening) to incorporate threat-specific keywords and checks. More
challenging is to ensure Customer Risk Assessments and Transaction Monitoring Detection
Scenarios respond to attributes meaningfully associated with higher priority threats, where
for example additional higher risk customer types, typologies and transaction types can
be identified.

Transformational Capabilities
Development opportunities that are the most challenging to implement, but equally
most rewarding. Opportunities here typically require investing and adopting data-driven
capabilities such as machine learning or artificial intelligence and enabling internal feedback
loops. An example of an enhancement opportunity here is to begin applying AI-based
transaction monitoring at a threat-level, and subsequently using those findings to improve
the bank’s onboarding and CRA processes.
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Exhibit 6: Fully automated adverse media screening process
Enabling internal feedback loops throughout the customer lifecycle

Onboarding
and CRA

Client
screening

Event driven
reviews

Transaction
monitoring

Exit
management

Sanctions,
watchlists,
blacklists
Identity
matching

Client CRA
Review

Identity
extraction

Start of
process

Data
source

Risk
classiﬁcation

Process
initiated at
onboarding
and conducted
periodically
(across all
customers), or
upon triggers
(e.g. suspicious
transactions) /
post-exit
lookbacks
(select
customers)

Integration of
increasingly
diverse sources
(e.g. news
reports,
open-source
court conviction
data, etc.) in line
with ability to
scale data
processing and
conduct efficient
decision-making

As scope expands,
it will be critical to
reduce false
positives / data
overloads, and
increase guided /
automated
decision-making
through
AI/NLP-based
technologies,
sample checks,
feedback loops,
etc., while tracking
rationale for
audit purposes
(e.g. fuzzy logic
decision tree)

Automatic
translation

Deduplication

Data
systems
TM/CRA
Models
Refresh
Adverse media
findings
(especially on
exited
customers) to
be fed back
into CRA / TM
models to
complete
feedback loop

Source: Oliver Wyman analysis
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INDUSTRY CALL TO ACTION
While this approach was considered for new and emerging banks e.g. Mox, the pilot could
be considered by other FIs as enhancement opportunities for their existing programmes.
The current industry standard for risk assessments is complex and taxing on smaller FIs who
may lack the sophistication of systems, management information and workforce to conform
to the arduous traditional exercise. A threat-based risk assessment may be a unique and
incredibly insightful alternative to the current approach.
FIs and Banks of all sizes should consider the applicability of this approach and, where useful,
engage with regulators to share findings, insights and meaningful responses that are helpful
in raising effectiveness in fighting financial crime.
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